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After nonstop launches from RIM everyone may be thinking that the game Blackberry is now over.
Then you are mistaken or you are not awake as the Blackberry would never let down its admirers or
users and moreover RIM would not allow any other company to take over its position. And for your
further information Blackberry has launched BlackBerry Bold 9900 with some brilliant offers. The
company has gone through various experiences and has learnt a lesson from each
experience.Thus, it has come up with an amazing handset which is the combination of both
business feature and entertainment features.

This wonderful gadget has crafted by keeping in mind the interests of both business related matters
as well as amusement purpose. You may observe the QWERTY keypad along with the touch
screen facility in the Blackberry handset and is also giving a tuff competition to the Nokia E7.The
dimensions of this trendy handset is 115x66x10.5mm and the weight of the handset is 130 grams
which shows that the gadget is very smooth and small. The size of the screen of this sleek mobile is
2.8 inches TFT capacitive and possessing resolution of 640x480 pixels. The display offers the
following features such as accelerometer sensor, optical track pad and proximity sensor.

The QWERTY keyboard is accessible just below the display which is preferred by all the
businessman, corporate officers and executives. This QWERTY keyboard is also admired by the
young generation due to the presence of loads entertainment features and you would find yourself
very comfortable in writing the messages. Many others new mobile gadgets have been launched but
they are just touch screen ad do not possess QWERTY keyboard which is the first preference of
every single individual. With this keyboard the Blackberry has ruled over the mobile market.

The internal memory of this smart gadget is 8GB which is further expanded to 32GB Blackberry bold
touch 9900 deals.Its entertaining feature are video player and music player with the support of
which you may listen or download any kind songs or movies. The 5MP amazing camera which is a
improved version with which you may click the pictures in the dull surroundings moreover it may
store loads of pictures and video recordings.
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